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Book 1 of the Fitting In seriesNext Book: Sorting OutTwo cops walk into a bar. Mason, the

bartender, waits for the punch line, because no way in hell are these ridiculously hot men real cops.

Theyâ€™re straight out of a cop-fetish fantasy. But he quickly learns that Jack and Gray are the real

deal, and they want him in the worst way.What starts as a night of hot, three-way sex becomes a lot

more. The two cops fulfill Masonâ€™s submissive fantasies, but they also meet a more basic need,

comfort. They want to take care of Mason, to offer him unconditional friendship, but their concern for

him unnerves Mason more than even the kinkiest sex.To find happiness with his new partners,

Mason must change his belief that love is as much a fantasy as a pair of gorgeous,

handcuff-wielding cops landing in his bed.
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Cops and manage, it doesn't get much better. This was a sexy hot read with great characters and

an exciting story. I can't wait to read Sorting Out. I want to know what decisions Gray and Jack



come to and how they and Mason grow in their relationship. And more hot steamy sex please.

It's a wild ride from beginning to the end. Three together seems impossible, but they are willing to

work it out. Not easy to trust your heart to others if you've been hurt.

This is the first of this genre for me. The preview made me curious. The characters kept me reading.

Fitting In is not a tale for the timid.

I really enjoyed this book. I look forward to reading the next book in this series.I highly recommend

this series.

As my title for my review says, I re-read this book before starting to write my review- and I loved

every second again. The story of Gray, Jack, and Mason. I so enjoyed hearing the story through

Mason's voice- in so much pain from the rejection of his family, so lonely from a self-imposed single

state after a few relationship disasters. I was immediately drawn in by his idle pondering about Jack

and Gray being fit for "cop porn" scenarios. The emotion was palpable as he wrestled to come to

terms with his feelings for the gorgeous couple- his concern for their loving relationship was

perfectly written. Along with the wonderfully emotive fiction, Silvia wrote some fantastically erotica,

graphic sex scenes between the men. My heart was in my throat during the climax of the story; the

ending (including more great sex!) gave me several lovely "awwww" moments. I would love to see a

sequel to this book and get to read more of this enjoyable polyamorous triad.

Terrifically hot and super emotions bring this story to life !! I was so riveted, I couldn't put it down.

Deep thought filled characters, interesting story, and super hot M/M/M sex scenes are all here to

revel in. Wow ! Mason, and his two cops, Jake and Gray are sizzling in their mÃ©nage relationship.

It is a truly beautiful romance and study of what each one needs to complete their triad. They deal

with emotions, family, work, and their new love. This feeling romance and suspenseful tale will

definitely hold your attention. Well written, well done in every way.I loved this one !! E N J O Y !!!

Altho' my impressions of Ms. Violet's novel were entirely positive, I decided, upon receiving 's

computer generated invitation to write a review, to re-read the book . . . just to refresh my thoughts.

I'm glad I did. This novel is so charmingly written, and Mason, the protagonist, so appealing, I had

somehow skimmed over some of the author's deeper meanings. While these 3 characters are not



victims of serious abuse, nor traditional brutality, they are, nonetheless, damaged in ways that

families and society can do . . . .This is a fine menage story, and has a nice streak of domination,

and plenty of sex. But, it is a lot more. It is a warm and compelling story of need, of fear of intimacy,

and of developing trust. Trust comes hard. But it comes. Strongly recommended.

This story was absolutely wonderful!! I found it hard to even put it down to get some sleep:-) I was

frequently 'excited' and was so happy when the three guys finally got their triad together! I can

hardly wait to read her second book 'Sorting Out' that follows the day-to-day lives of the three hot

guys.
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